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?1. Introduction. Hrushovski's generalization of the Fraisse construction has
provided a rich source of examples in model theory, model theoretic algebra and
random graph theory. The construction assigns to a dimension function s and
a class K of finite (finitely generated) models a countable 'generic' structure. We
investigate here some of the simplest possible cases of this construction. The class
K will be a class of finite graphs; the dimension, 6 (A), of a finite graph A will be
the cardinality of A minus the number of edges of A. Finally and significantly
we restrict to classes which are s-invariant. A class of finite graphs is s-invariant
if membership of a graph in the class is determined (as specified below) by the
dimension and cardinality of the graph, and dimension and cardinality of all its
subgraphs. Note that a generic graph constructed as in Hrushovski's example of a
new strongly minimal set does not arise from a s-invariant class.
We show there are countably many s-invariant (strong) amalgamation classes of
finite graphs which are closed under subgraph and describe the countable generic
models for these classes. This analysis provides co-stable generic graphs with an
arrayof saturation and model completeness properties which belies the similarity of
their construction. In particular,we answer a question of Baizhanov (unpublished)
and Baldwin [5] and show that this construction can yield an co-stablegeneric which
is not saturated. Further, we exhibit some co-stable generic graphs that are not
model complete. Most of the definitions and notation are carried over from [1] or
from Baldwin and Shi [4]. The existence of this variety of examples for graphs with
the simplest choice of dimension function shows the diversity of even the class of
theories with trivial forking.
?2. Preliminaries. For ease of discussion, we introduce some notation. A graph
is a structurewith one binary relation which is symmetric and irreflexive. L, denotes
the 'line' of length n, a graph on {ao, . . ., an_- } in which only the vertices aj, ai+,
i < n - 2 are connected by edges. We say L, is a chain of length n - 1. The graph
obtained from L,? by connecting the vertices ao and a,] is called the cycle, Cn, of
length n. If the finite graphs B and C intersect in A and there are no edges from
B - A to C - A, we call the graph B U C thefree amalgamationof B and C over A
and denote it by B ?A C. The direct sum of two graphs is their free amalgamation
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over the empty set. We denote the direct sum of n copies of a graph G by G'". A
graph A is called connected if it cannot be written as a direct sum of two proper
nonempty subgraphs. A connected graph with no cycles is called a tree. A full tree
is a countable tree in which every vertex has an infinite number of vertices attached
to it. We denote a full tree by T. A discretegraph on m points, that is, a collection
of points with no edges, is denoted by D,,1. An n-cycle is a hairy cycle if it has a full
tree attached to every vertex; we denote such a graph by Hn. A furry n-cycle is a
graph with k > n vertices which contains a unique n-cycle. Afurry cycle is a furry
n-cycle for some n. For emphasis we may write bald n-cycle for C,. A class (which
is closed under subgraph) is said to omit a graph B, if B is not a member of the
class. Similarly,a class allows or admits a graph B if it is a member of the class. Let
y (B) denote ( B l, e (B)) where e (B) is the number of edges in the graph.
2.1. Let K be a class of finite graphs closed under isomorphisms. K
DEFINITION
is s-invariant if for any finite A, A E K if and only if for every subgraph B of A,
(B) > 0 and there is a B' E K such that y(B) = y(B').

Note that a s-invariant class K is closed under subgraphs. Observe that the
strongly minimal examples of [8] are not s-invariant. The above definitions yield:
s(C,2) = 0 and s(Ln) = 1, for any n < wo).One can check by induction on cardinality
that a connected graph which contains no cycle has dimension 1 and a connected
graph which contains a single cycle has dimension 0. Furthermore,
2.2. Let A e K be a connected graph. 6 (A) = o if and only if A
PROPOSITION
contains exactly one cycle.
PROOF. Suppose A contains two cycles C,, and C,,1. If they overlap it is easy to
check that s(C,,C,.1) < 0. If they are disjoint, since A is connected, there is a chain
A
K joining them; note that 6 (CnKC,11) -1.
2.3.
DEFINITION

1. We say A is strong in B and write A < B, if 6 (A) < 6 (A') for all A' with
A C A' C B.

2. The class K has the strong or <-amalgamation property if every pair of strong
extensions A, C of a graph A e K have a common strong extension in K (by
maps which commute in the usual manner).
An easy calculation yields:
2.4. If A < B thenfor any C,,1C B either C,,. C A or C,,, C B
PROPOSITION

x.

A.

In the usual way if a class has the amalgamation property (we often omit the <)
there is a unique countable generic model in the following sense.
DEFINITION
2.5. The model M is (K, <)-homogeneous-univer-sal
or (K, <)-generic
if it satisfies following conditions:

1. If A < M, A < B e K, then there exists B' < M such that B A B',
2. M is the union of an increasing sequence { Al : A,, e K } of finite strong
substructures.
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?3. 8-invariantamalgamationclasses. In this section we characterizethe -invariant amalgamation classes. By Proposition 2.2 any connected graph in K can have
at most one cyclic subgraph. As Theorem 3.7 points out, if K3 E K then by
s-invariance any tree is in K. Thus the s-invariant classes which admit K3 are
distinguished only by which graphs of dimension 0 they admit. On the other hand,
if K3 is not allowed, then the class is much simpler; only direct sums of points, 3cycles, and K2s are allowed. Before establishing these facts, we define the following
classes:
DEFINITION 3.1.

1. KOis the class of graphs which omit K2.
2. For m < co, K1,,, is the class of finite graphs which omit K3 and C. for all
k >m.
3. K2,I is the class of finite graphs (with hereditarily nonnegative dimension)
which omit all finite graphs A with, (A) = 0 and IAI V I where the set I c co
has the following properties:
(a) m, n E I and m 7? n ,-m +n E I
(b) n, n + I E I ,# Vm > 0 (n + m E I).
THEOREM3.2. Thereare exactly threepossible types of amalgamationclasses which
are '5-invariant.These classes are:
1. the class K0,
2. the classes K1,1,1,

3. the classes K2JI

This theorem will follow from the following lemmas. The first is obvious
LEMMA
3.3. The class K0 contains exactly those finite graphs which consist of
verticeswith no edges; it is 6-invariantand has the amalgamationproperty.
We can characterizeall <-amalgamation classes which are closed under substructures and omit K3. They are all easily seen to be 6-invariant.
LEMMA3.4.

1. A graph is a member of the class K1,,1if and only if it has the followingform:
E Ck, where 1, n < co andk < m.
Di E K2
2. The members of4the set: { K,,, : m < co } are all the possible classes, closed
under substructures,which omit K3 but not K2, and have the <-amalgamation
property.
PROOF. Since every finite graph is a direct sum of connected graphs and every
connected graph except D1, K2 and C3embeds K3 part one of the lemma is obvious.

By amalgamation over the empty set it is easily seen that any amalgamation class,
closed under substructures, which contains K- contains DI @ K2"for all 1, m < co.
Thus the amalgamation classes which omit K3 are distinguished only by which
graphs C3 they admit.

C

Finally, for each m, we check that K1,1.,is closed under amalgamation. Let B,
E K1,,,,, A = B n C, A < B. A < C and suppose E is the free amalgamation

of B and C over A. From part 1 of this lemma, we know B and C can be written
in the form Di E K2 E C', and D1,
I
K2' G Ck , respectively, and without loss of
generality, k' > k. Since A < B and A < C, no element of (B U C) ",. A can be
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connected to more than one element of A. Moreover each cycle embedded in E is
"
C<'. So
embedded in one of A, B ",. A, C ",. A. Since A c K1.,,,, A Dp,, @ Kf'
and
E D,..@K"
K-, whereI..=I+l
k"'V k+k'-k"
ED
n//
n + n' - n" - 2j. If E contained a copy of K4 one of B, C would contain a
copy of K3. To find an amalgam of B and C over A which is in KI.,,1,identify the
ends of any K3 in E and identify each copy of C3 in B ",. A with a copy of C3 in
A
C ",. A.
Finally we look at the most complicated of the s-invariant classes. In order to
get some feel for what these classes look like, consider the following example, which
uses Lemma 3.7 to describe the class K2.I, for a particular I.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let I = {3, 7, 10, 13, 16, 17, 18,... }; first notice that I satisfies the
properties in Definition 3.1. Now, C,1is a subgraph of a graph in K2,I if and only if
n c I. In particular C3, C7, CIO, C13 c K2., and there are no furry n-cycles in the
class for those n. Since 6, 14 V I, we can see that C3, and C7 occur uniquely in any
graph which is a member of K2,I. But there are direct sums of any finite number
of C,1s,where n c I, and n > 7, in graphs belonging to this class. Finally, for any
n > 16, K2,, admits both furry and bald n-cycles.

NOTATION
3.6. We say I contains an intervalif there exists an n C I such that for
m > n, m is in I. We denote the least such n as io and denote the interval by I.
The set of elements n c I such that 2n V I will be denoted by I'.
LEMMA 3.7.

1. Each member of the class K2,. is a direct sum of afinite number offinite graphs
of the following types:
(a) a tree
(b) C,, if n c I and 2n c I,
(c) furry mr-cycles, with anyfinite cardinality > m, for all m > io, if I contains
an interval,
and at most one C,, if n e I and 2n V I.
2. The K21,for I c co which have the properties in Definition 3.1 are all the possible
s-invariant amalgamation classes, which admit K3.
PROOF. For part 1, we must show that the finite graphs which omit those A with
6 (A) = 0 and IAI V I have the form described. Using the definition of I, one can
see fairly easily that direct sums of the graphs described are in K2,?,.Any finite graph
B with s(B) > 0 can be decomposed as a direct sum of trees, bald cycles, and furry
cycles. For the converse we must show that the components of a B C K2,I satisfy
the indicated conditions. In order for a furry m-cycle F to be a member of K2.I, m
and m + 1 must be in I. By the second part of the definition of I, this implies that
m > io. The other two conditions are easier.
For part 2, we first show each class K2.I, has the amalgamation property Let
C, B c K21, A = B n C, A < B. and A < C. Lemma 3.8 (below) implies that
B ?A C c K2,I if and only if B ?A C contains only one copy of a bald cycle C,^,
where 2m V I and if a furry n-cycle F is contained in B ?A C then IFI c I. To
verify these conditions, suppose first there is more than one bald cycle C,,1in the free
amalgam. Define an embedding

f ': B

",.

A -- C

",.

A which identifies the unique
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bald cycle in B ",. A with the corresponding bald cycle in C "-. A. Let f = f
Note that (B

B')

C equals ((B

B') U f (B'))
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(C 'x f (B')). But the first
factor of the second expression is just f (B). Thus, f (B) < (B -". B') ?A C and
",.

?A

",.

?A

(B ",. B') ?A C E K2J1 as required.
On the other hand, if a furry n-cycle F is contained in B A C then a furry n-cycle
F' with IF'I = n + 1 must be embedded in B or C and so n c I and IFI c I.
It remains to show that a minimal s-invariant <-amalgamation class K, which
admits K3 has the form K2,, for some I satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1
part 3. We claim first that such K admit all finite trees. It is easy to see that if K3 E K
then Ln E K for all n. But, by -invariance, if every L,, is in K, any tree is in K.
Let J = JK = { n : K admits C,,}. We now show J satisfies the conditions
described in Definition 3.1 part 3. First, if C,1,Cm,E K and n :&m, amalgamation
over the empty set shows that C,,, @ Cn E K, giving us Definition 3.1 part 3a.
Moreover, if Cn, Cn+I E K, then for all m > n, C..1 E K. For this, consider
the following amalgamation. Form B and C by attaching a point to consecutive
vertices of C,,;by s-invariance, B and C are in K. Now, the amalgamation of B and
C over C,, cannot identify the new points as the resulting graph would have negative
dimension. So the amalgam is a graph with cardinality n + 2, and dimension 0; by
s-invariance, we deduce C,+2 is in K. This gives Definition 3.1 part 3b.
Finally K is K2j. We have both K and K2,J contain all finite direct sums of
connected graphs of positive dimension. K and K2.j contain the same cycles and
K2,J is the largest class of finite graphs containing exactly those cycles so K C K21j.
Now, if B in K2.j is a direct sum of cycles and furry cycles, we show first that each
(furry) cycle is in K and then by induction on the number of summands that B E K.
For bald cycles the first claim is evident by the definition of J; for furry k-cycles F
it follows from the observation that if F E K2,J then k E J. For the induction step
note that any subgraph of B is a direct sum of trees and a graph of the desired sort
with fewer summands. Since K has amalgamation this direct sum B is in K and we
A
finish.
LEMMA3.8. Let A < B. A C C, then B ?A C E K2I if and only if thefollowing
two statements hold:
1. if CZ,C B (A C then 2k E I
2. if E C B (A C is afurry cycle then IEI E I.

PROOF.Clearly, if the free amalgam is in the class each of the two statements
holds. For the converse, let E be a minimal graph in B ?A C such that E V K2,,.
Suppose E is not connected, say E E1 ED2. Then E1, E2 E K2JI(by minimality
of E), but E1 E E2 V K2J1 It follows from Lemma 3.7 part 1, that for some k,
El = E2 = Ck and 2k V I.
SupposeEisconnected. Let C0 = En(CA),
Bo = EO(B A),andAO = EnA.
Since C0,AO,Bo E K2J and AO< Bo, (E) = (CO)+ (6(BO)- (AO)) > 0. Since
E is not in K2J, 6(E) = 0 and thus E contains exactly one cycle. Furthermore,
since Bo and C0 are not empty (otherwise E would be a subgraph of a member
of the class) and A < B, E is a furry cycle. By hypothesis IEI E I, and by the
minimality of E, all of E's subgraphs are in K2,I, thus E E K2,?. This contradiction
A
yields the result.
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With a little number theory, we establish the following result.
COROLLARY3.9. Thereare only countablymany s-invariant amalgamationclasses
of graphs (with 6 (A) = IA I-e (A)).
PROOF. Let I be any infinite set of natural numbers such that m :&n c I implies
m + n c I. Let r be the greatest common divisor of the elements of I. (Note
1 < r < min(I).) Then there exist p > 0 and mo, ..., mp, ao,
aP with the
mi E I and nonzero integers ai such that li<paimi = r. Let M be the minimum
of the mi. Let a' = M aiI for ai < 0 and a'
ai otherwise. Since any linear
combination of the mi with strictly positive coefficients is in I, N = li<pa'mi c I;
we show for all u, N + ur c I and these are exactly the members of I which are
at least N. First let u < M. We see N + ur = N + u(li<paimi) c I, since for
all i, a' > uai if u < M (so again the coefficients of the mi are positive). Now,
+ M which is a sum of distinct members of I; we finish
N + Mr = (N + M) +
by induction. Conversely, if N < w c I then w = N + ur for some u. For, if N,
N + k E I, then r divides their difference k (since r is the greatest common divisor
of I). Thus I is determined by r, N, and a finite set of elements less than N; there
A
are only countably many such sets of natural numbers.
...,

?4. Generics and co-saturation. We now describe up to isomorphism the unique
generic model of each of the above defined classes. We outline a proof for the
most complicated case; the simpler cases can be proved in a similar manner. Recall
Notation 3.6.
THEOREM4. 1. The unique generic up to isomorphism of the class
*

Ko

*

K 1,ni

is:

Dc0,

is: K2

* K , is: K2"
. K21 is: TWO

E C3

C,
EkGI-(I'UI)

Ck

o

EkEI

Hk

@

EiGI'

Ci1

PROOF.Doing the last case, we show that a model M of the specified form is
(K2I, <)-homogeneous and (K2,I, <)-universal. The uniqueness of generic models

yields M is indeed the generic for K2,I. Clearly M is (K2,I, <)-universal. For
homogeneity, We must show that a local isomorphism between finite closed sets
extends to an automorphism of M. The presentation of M as a direct sum allows
us to restrict to finite connected strong subgraphs. But if A and A' are isomorphic
connected strong subgraphs of M this isomorphism extends to the components
they generate. For example, if C is a finite connected strong submodel of a hairy
cycle H, then C must be a cycle, or a furry cycle. If C is a bald cycle Cn it must be
sent to another copy of

Cn

in M. But all copies of

Cn

are in copies of Hn and the

isomorphism of C to C' extends to an automorphism of M taking H,. to Hn. The
A
other cases are similar.
When I is infinite but does not contain an interval, the generic model of K2,I
contains arbitrarily large bald cycles. Thus, the type of an element generating an
infinite chain Z is consistent but not realized. We exhibit the saturated model of
this theory in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
For each s-invariant amalgauiation class, the following table lists several important properties of the theory of the generic. The columns headed M. C. and Gen.
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Sat. indicate whether the theory is model complete or the generic is saturated. Most
of these properties can be established by routine analysis of the generic or saturated
model.
co-stable No-cat. f1 -cat.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ko
Yes
Yes
Yes
K1,7,
Yes
No
co
Yes
_Kj
No
Yes
No
K2.I I = 0 and III = co
No
Yes
No
K2J I = 0 and III < 1
I
No
Yes
No
0
K2.I
PROPOSITION 4.2.

Th(M,

K2j)

M. C.
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Gen. Sat.
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

is not model complete.

PROOF.Let A be the generic of Th(M, K2.I). Let T c A be a full tree. Choose any
vertex a in T with two neighbors, say b and c. Construct B, a model of Th(M, K2A),
by removing a from A. Consider the formula a: 3x (e(x, b) A e(x, c)). Now we
notice, if there was a path from b to c, not through a, then T would have a cycle.
A
Therefore B c A and A P a but B p4a.
By embedding full trees in hairy cycles one can see that the class of models of
Th(M, K2A) is not closed under unions of chains when I :& 0. It is even easier
to see Th(M, K1C,)is not closed under unions of chains. So neither theory is HI2axiomatizable. Baldwin and Kueker noted (with different notation) [2] that K20 is
112-axiomatizableand not model complete. These results contrast with Holland's
proof that the strongly minimal generic structures are model complete [7]. The
following generalization of model complete was defined in [3].
DEFINITION 4.3. A theory T is said to be nearly model complete if every formula
is equivalent in T to a Boolean combination of El-formulas.
THEOREM4.4. Let K be a s-invariant amalgamation class. Th(M, K) is nearly
model complete.

PROOF.This result is obvious when the generic is co-saturated,since S, UH1-types
determine types in generic graphs. For K2.Where I is infinite but does not contain
an interval, we obtain the result by noticing that S1 U 111-typesdetermine types in
the saturated model of this theory:
TwPDEZ

C,,DZCi 3Zw.

A

This paper was devoted to a very special case: s-invariant amalgamation classes of
symmetric, irreflexivebinary relations. One possible extension is to consider wider
classes of structures, e.g., arbitrary binary relations or ternary relations. Another
is to consider strong amalgamation classes without the restriction of -invariance.
This would of course require a different notion of what constitutes a classification
since without 5-invariancethere are 28o such classes even for the simple situation
considered here.
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